
                                                                    Rochard Crags 

Unknown Stones 

Rochard Crags 

(Aka Beverly Hills) 
Other info: Small but perfectly 

formed. Two areas about 100m 

apart. Blown Away Blocks face 

north overlooking Blow Tarn and 

are west of the main area (not 

obvious from above). Most 

problems are sitters so not a place 

for the highball fanatic. The rock is 

high quality silvery grit, similar to 

Hen Stones on Simon’s Seat but 

only recently cleaned so bring a 

brush. A paucity of holds and rather 

rounded finishes add to the fun. All 

climbed in April/May/June 2014 - 

may be found easier in the winter cool weather. 

 

Parking and approach info: From Skyreholme follow the road over the 

bridge and uphill. When the tarmac stops, park by a tree. Keep on the 

now rough track in the same direction taking the right-ish branch and 

passing the 'No Cars' signs until a gate is reached. Continue following the 

wall until you see another wall coming in from the north. Head diagonally 

left rocks you can see are the west end of the rocky ridge containing the 

blocks) until the crag comes into view. 

General Information 

OS Ref.  

Pks GPS 54.047873, -1.883877 

Altitude 400m 

Aspect South Facing. 

Conditions Quick drying. 

Plod time 40 mins. 

Landings Good. Flat and grassy 

F0 – F4 10 

F4+ - F5+ 8 

F6a - F6c+ 14 

F7a etc 2 

Ever-strong Will Hunt Loadin Up the 

Truck 
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Unknown Stones 

Blown Away Blocks 

 

The left-hand block is a steep 

slab 

 

1 Hopper F3 

SDS then hop onto the crack 

like feature on the left 

 

2 Nosey F4 

SDS. Just right the pinchy 

thing. 

 

3 Slapper F6a * 

A hard pull on to reach the 

pocket then rock right. 

 

4 Stepper Arête F6a 

Use arête and feature on left 

 

5 Small Fry F5+ 

SDS. L arête of next small 

block taken on the left. 

 

 

 

6 Minnow F4 

SDS. Right arête 

 

A small unworthy block lies 

to the right then a double 

block separated by a cleft.  

 

The obvious sloper traverse 

of the left one of these blocks 

awaits dry conditions to 

avoid a wet bum start. 
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Unknown Stones 

 

1 Thar She Blows F6b ** 

L to R traverse from jugs and 

along the top. Nice! 

 

2 Whale Weigh F5+ * 

SDS. Up left edge. 

 

3 Beached F6a * 

SDS. Obvious line just right. 

 

4 Just Eating Plankton F4 

Rib 

 

5 Whopper F3 

Easy line on the right wall. 

 

Cement Pond Block 
The left-hand block on the 

main area is undercut and 

holds a pool beneath the 

roof. A dry day and a strong 

team may see the undercut 

arête sitter become a very 

special prize. 

 

1 Daisy May F5 

The flake on the west facing 

wall. Tricky. Not on diagram. 

 

 

2 Dash Riprock F6b+ ** 

The superb arête from 

standing – hop on and avoid 

a splashdown if the pool is 

formed! 

 

3 Loadin’ Up The Truck F6c 

** 

Wall just right to obvious 

side-pull then up. 

 

4 Elly May F6c 

A tom-boy arête gained by 

devious means and not to be 

tackled by the faint hearted. 
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Go-Zin-Ta Block 
The long wall to the right of 

the cleft has a test or two. 

 

1 Drysdale F7a * 

SDS. Clamp (Clampett) the 

left arête pulling right-ish to 

finish 

 

2 Texas Tea F5 (F4 

standing) 

SDS. From the low hole to 

the top-hole. 

 

3 Black Gold F6c 

SDS. From the low hole 

straight up 

 

4 The OK Oil Company F4 

The nice rib. SDS is harder 

but contrived! 

 

5 Hathaway There F4 

Right of rib 

 

6 Miss Jane F4 Flake to top 

in one go? 
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Paul Clarke 

on 

Bugtussle 
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Goggle Block 

The next block has an 

‘ancient’ carving –resulting 

from a Neolithic desire for 

better entertainment? The 

right side collects a small 

moat in wet weather – easily 

stepped over, but preventing 

sitters. 

 

1 Bugtussle F7a ** 

SDS. The left bulgy and 

classy rib 

 

2 Crack Attract F6c – 

(F7c?) 

SDS? Depending on how 

much or little of the crack is 

used – the more the harder. 

 

 

3 TV Times F5 

Past the TV remote and 

throw for the jug. 

 
 

 

 

4 Oldsmobile F5 

The right edge. Another 

throw but no jug. 
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Ben Clarke and the biggest 

jug in Yorkshire? 
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Model T Block 
The next block has cracks 

forming a letter T 

 

1 The Lovin’ Cup F3 

SDS. Step into the cup 

feature and left a mantle 

finish. 

 

2 Crawdads F5 * 

SDS. Left side of crack and 

rib above. 

 

3 Granny’s Grits F5+ * 

SDS to use the left side of 

the shorter upper crack 

 

4 Shurty Kellums F6a * 

SDS to use right side of short 

crack 

 

5 Jethrow F6a+ * 

SDS eliminate - break, 

undercuts & a throw? 

 

6 A 6th Grade Education 

F6a *** 

SDS the cutaway right arête 

to flutings is a class act. 

 

 

7 The Poor Mountaineer 

F6c+ *** 

SDS in little cave then 

improvise to gain poor then 

improving flutings. 

 

8 Pearl F3 * 

The brilliant scoop and bowl 

around the corner starting 

low on a finger lock and jam 

may add a little in the way of 

difficulty. 

 

Further on is a standing block 

with a small sit down arête 

then a low block with a good 

pumpy lip traverse – both 

worthwhile. 

 

Set a Spell F5 

Sitter arête on freestanding 

block further east. Plinth in. 

 

Heapin Helpin F6b+ * 

Long traverse of three sides 

of east-most block. No heel 

hookin at this grade! 
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